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REPLY BRIEF OF THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD AND  

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 

 

 THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD (“CUB”), through one of its attorneys, and the 

People of the State of Illinois by Attorney General Lisa Madigan (“AG”), pursuant to Section 

200.800 of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) Rules of Practice, (83 

Ill. Admin. Code 200.800) (“Commission Rules”), and the schedule set by the Administrative 

Law Judge (“ALJ”) in this proceeding, hereby submit this Reply Brief.  This brief will respond 

to the Initial Briefs of Commission Staff (“Staff”), Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor 

Gas Company (“Nicor” or the “Company”), and the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) 

and Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”), (collectively, “RESA/IGS”), regarding the 

tariff filed by Nicor entitled “Nicor Gas Rider 17 Purchase of Receivables with Consolidated 

Billing” (“POR Tariff” or “Rider 17”). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Neither of the Proponents of Rider 17, Nicor and RESA/IGS, could point to legal 

authority mandating or authorizing the approval of a Purchase of Receivables tariff for gas 

utilities.  While Nicor acknowledges that the Commission may only approve a tariff after it is 

demonstrated to be “just and reasonable,” Nicor does not even argue that the tariff meets that 

standard as it relates to customers.  The Proponents to Rider 17 instead focus on the tariff’s 
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“optional” nature as it relates to Qualifying Alternative Gas Suppliers (“Q-AGS”) in an effort to 

exculpate it from the legally required just and reasonable or prudence analysis.  The tariff as 

designed and supported by Nicor, however, has rate impacts on customers of participating Q-

AGS – rate impacts that have not been quantified in this record and could be significant.   

Because the tariff is not mandated by law and will have a direct rate impact on customers 

of participating Q-AGS, the Commission must consider this impact and determine whether the 

tariff is just and reasonable in light of its effect on customers.  Considering the alleged benefits 

of Rider 17 are limited to “qualitative” benefits of speculative additional market participation, 

and unquantified, uncertain and speculative reduced future supplier rates, CUB-AG and the 

Commission Staff (“Staff”) each recommended that Rider 17 be rejected for its failure to provide 

benefits to ratepayers that exceed the costs to those customers. 

The derivation of Rider 17 was limited to the interests of the two parties who agreed to 

propose it: RESA/IGS and Nicor (first as legislation, and only after that failed, as a tariff filing).  

No consumer party – not CUB, the AG or Staff – was a party to the Nicor/AGL-RESA/IGS 

Stipulation and Settlement Agreement (“Stipulation”) filed in Docket No. 11-0046.  Not 

surprisingly, then, Rider 17 is not constructed with customer impacts in mind: there is no limit on 

customer charges under Rider 17; the charges are buried in the customer charge and therefore 

effectively hidden from customers; and the discount rate is currently set too low, and is likely to 

be insufficient to match the average Nicor uncollectible rate, let alone cover the possibly larger 

proportion of Q-AGS receivables that become uncollectible.  CUB-AG Ex. 1.0 Rev. at 11:275-

283.  If the Commission favors adoption of a POR tariff for gas utilities and determines that there 

is statutory authority to implement the same, then certain consumer protections are paramount to 

protect Q-AGS customers from these failings of Nicor’s proposed Rider 17. 
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The errors in the design of Rider 17 cannot easily be remedied, however, because the 

resolution of the issues in favor of ratepayers (i.e. adoption of the modifications proposed by 

CUB-AG) would make the tariff unacceptable to Nicor.  Both Staff and CUB-AG have proposed 

numerous revisions to the tariff in an attempt to mute the negative consequences on customers.  

If any of the CUB-AG or Staff recommendations (that were not already accepted by Nicor in its 

Exhibit 2.2) are adopted by the Commission, the result would be a tariff unacceptable to Nicor 

and would cause Nicor to either withdraw the tariff, or fail to implement it.  Nicor Init. Br. at 2-3.  

If, however, CUB-AG and Staff recommendations are not adopted, and the tariff is approved as 

presented in Nicor Ex. 2.2, the Commission would be acting in contravention of its obligation to 

approve only rates that are “just and reasonable.”  220 ILCS 5/9-101.  Consequently, the only 

legally-sustainable, reasonable and fair solution is to reject the tariff outright.   

II. LEGAL STANDARDS 

 

CUB-AG reiterate the arguments from their Initial Brief regarding the absence of 

Commission authority to approve a POR tariff for a gas utility.  See CUB-AG Init. Br. at 5-9.  

Nothing in the Initial Briefs of Nicor or RESA/IGS compels a different conclusion.  In fact, even 

Nicor acknowledges that Rider 17 is not statutorily mandated.  Nicor Init. Br. at 3.   

A. THE “JUST AND REASONABLE” STANDARD 

No party denies that the “just and reasonable” standard under Sections 9-101 and 9-

201(c) of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA” or “Act”) applies to Rider 17.  Nicor and RESA/IGS 

rest their arguments on the “optional” nature of the service: that if Q-AGS do not find the terms 

of Rider 17 acceptable, then they need not apply for the service.  RESA/IGS Init. Br. at 14; Nicor 

Init. Br. at 11.  The Proponents fail to acknowledge that Rider 17, as proposed in Nicor Ex. 2.2, 
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imposes potential charges on customers of participating Q-AGS, and is not, functionally, 

optional for them because of the lack of notification and identification of the subject charges. 

The tariff may only be approved if the Commission concludes that it is “just and 

reasonable to both the utility and customers, alike.”  Business and Prof’l People for the Pub. 

Interest v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n (“BPI I”), 146 Ill.2d 175, 208, quoting 220 ILCS 5/9–

201(c).  CUB-AG continue to argue that Rider 17 is not “just and reasonable.”  Because Rider 17 

contains no limit on the PORA paid by a customer, the total customer impact of the tariff is not 

known.  In the face of evidence that the discount rate is set too low and the actual uncollectibles 

have the propensity to rise dramatically, based on potential marketing strategies and deregulated 

prices, terms and conditions, the Commission cannot conclude that the customer impacts of 

Rider 17 are just and reasonable.  Nor can the Commission conclude that the tariff is in the 

public interest, against the objection of each party charged with the obligation to protect the 

interests of ratepayers, including the Commission’s own Staff.  If it is true, as RESA/IGS claim, 

that “it does not appear that anyone can perform a cost-benefit analysis of a PORCB program at 

this time,” (RESA/IGS Init. Br. at 22), then the Commission does not have a basis on which to 

conclude that the tariff is just and reasonable, especially considering the fact that costs will be 

borne by ratepayers under proposed Rider 17. 

Like CUB-AG, Staff concluded that “Nicor has not demonstrated that it would be prudent 

to initiate a PORCB-like Rider 17 at this time.”  Staff Init. Br at 4.  Staff’s determination that 

Rider 17 cannot be considered prudent rests on a similar analysis to CUB-AG’s with regard to 

the lack of demonstrated customer benefit and no evidence that “the benefits to customers are 

greater than the costs required to implement it.”  Id. at 4.  Staff further argued – and CUB-AG 

https://a.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000008&cite=IL220S5%2f9-201&originatingDoc=I7212ce7dd46911d99439b076ef9ec4de&refType=SP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_4b24000003ba5
https://a.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000008&cite=IL220S5%2f9-201&originatingDoc=I7212ce7dd46911d99439b076ef9ec4de&refType=SP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_4b24000003ba5
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agree – that there is no evidence in this record showing that Rider 17 is in the public interest.  

Staff Init. Br. at 4-9.   

B. CONTRARY TO RESA/IGS’ AND NICOR’S ARGUMENTS, RIDER 17 MUST BE SHOWN 

TO BENEFIT RATEPAYERS 

 

 Rider 17 is a tariff under which customers of participating Q-AGS will charged an 

unknown amount for the Purchase of Receivables Adjustment (“PORA”), which will be included 

in the customer charge for those customers.  See Nicor Ex. 2.2.  The PORA includes the amount 

of receivables above (or below) the actual Q-AGS uncollectibles recovered through the discount 

rate mechanism, plus a portion of capital costs, intangible costs and administrative costs.  Nicor 

Ex. 2.2, Original Sheet No. 75.9.9.  The resulting amount is then split evenly between the total 

number of customers in each customers class, regardless of how much gas the customer uses.  

There is no limit to the charges that may flow through to customer of participating Q-AGS under 

the tariff proposed by Nicor (and as modified in Nicor Ex. 2.2).  No evidence was presented in 

this proceeding to demonstrate either the reasonableness of the Proponents’ arbitrary 1.5% 

discount rate, nor the impact this discount rate will have on the PORA (and, ultimately, customer 

rates).  Because the PORA charges are core components to the operation and cost recovery of 

Rider 17, the Commission must review what effect the PORA may have on customers.  The 

Commission must conclude that the tariff is “just and reasonable” for those customers that will 

be paying PORA rates in order to approve the tariff.  The importance of the “just and reasonable” 

requirement in this case is heightened in light of the significant void of empirical data regarding 

the customer impact.  If the Commission cannot examine the rate impact on customers arising 

out of Rider 17, then it cannot conclude the tariff is “just and reasonable.”   

Oddly, Rider 17 was not modeled on other comparable tariffs in Illinois, the Retail 

Electric Supplier (“RES”) tariffs, but instead developed through negotiations between the 
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Proponents.  Considering the electric POR riders were specifically authorized by the Public 

Utilities Act, (220 ILCS 5/16-118(c)), and Rider 17 possesses no such authority, a safer bet 

would have been to model a proposed POR gas rider on the already statutorily-authorized one.  

That is not what the Proponents elected to do.  Instead, Rider 17 includes unjustifiable 

components like “Intangible Costs” (recovered below the line) and a PORA that charges 

customers for uncollectible costs in excess of the discount rate.  See Nicor Ex. 2.2, Original 

Sheet No. 75.9.9.  These unique components are what constrains the Commission’s ability to 

determine the tariff is just and reasonable. 

III. RESPONSE TO RESA/IGS 

 

Ultimately, RESA/IGS’ argument that Rider 17 is needed to reduce their operation costs 

is a plea to subsidize the cost of their chosen business model, essentially asking Nicor and 

ratepayers to pick up the costs of their market development.  Instead of even attempting to 

delineate specific ratepayer benefit, the focus of RESA/IGS is on the benefits of Rider 17 to Q-

AGS themselves.  RESA/IGS Init. Br. at 4-6.  Since Q-AGS have made clear that no future rate 

reduction can be either predicted or confirmed as a result of Rider 17, (see CUB Cross Ex. 1), the 

illusory, dubious and speculative “qualitative” benefit associated with additional “choices” of 

suppliers should not weigh in their favor.   

To support their theory that POR is necessary to achieve a “competitive and robust 

natural gas market in Nicor Gas’ service territory,” RESA/IGS claim that “there is no state 

without a utility PORCB Program that has greater than 10% Choice participation.”  RESA/IGS 

Init. Br. at 11-12; 10
1
.  RESA/IGS then take causal leap and claim that “States without PORCB 

programs have not seen significant migrations because AGS’ bad debt expense in those states 

                                                 
1
 While taking pains to explain why Georgia is an exception to this “statistic,” RESA/IGS fail to provide citations to 

testimony to support it. 
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greatly increases the cost for AGS to serve customers.”  Id. (again, without citation to the 

record).  Nothing in this record demonstrates that the lack of POR in itself is the causal factor in 

the allegedly low customer migration rates in other states.
2
  Likewise, nothing in this record 

demonstrates that greater switching in some states is a result of the presence of POR.  Many 

factors could affect the level of competition in other states.  In fact, the claim that “POR is part 

of the fundamental foundation for competition,” (RESA/IGS Init. Br. at 11), is undermined by 

the testimony of Mr. Cohen demonstrating that the lack of POR is only one of many significant 

barriers to effective gas competition.  CUB-AG Ex. 2.0 2
nd

 Rev. at 7-8:161-185.   

Similarly, RESA/AGS witness Ringenbach’s attempt to discredit Mr. Cohen’s suggestion 

that a POR tariff in Nicor’s territory has the propensity to increase uncollectibles is uncompelling 

and should be rejected.  The increase or decrease in uncollectibles rates in states with a POR 

program could be the result of many factors having nothing to do with the presence or absence of 

a POR program. 

Even if RESA/IGS claims were correct about the import of a POR program to the success 

of gas competition, and there is no evidence directly correlating the two, that point does not cure 

the legal, policy and technical defects of Rider 17. 

IV. RESPONSE TO NICOR 

 

Nicor argues that the modifications to the tariff proposed by CUB-AG witness Cohen be 

rejected because Rider 17 is fair and reasonable to existing and future customers as well as to Q-

AGS.  Nicor Init. Br. at 14.  Nicor reasons that “customers who select an AGS do so at their own 

discretion and agree to charges, terms and conditions offered by the selected AGS.”  Id.  The 

                                                 
2
 Despite claiming that “the evidence is overwhelming that PORCB programs contribute to increased customer 

access to the benefits of participation in the competitive market, and, therefore, increase customer migration,” this 

entire paragraph of RESA/IGS’ brief only contains one cite: to four lines in Ms. Ringenbach’s testimony.  

RESA/IGS Init. Br. at 11-12. 
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terms and conditions of the offers to which existing customers agreed, however, are changing as 

a result of Rider 17, and those changes will directly affect the charges on customers’ bills.  

Moreover, those charges are hidden from customers in the customer charge and no notification 

provisions are required pursuant to Rider 17.  There is no provision in Rider 17 requiring Q-AGS 

to notify existing or new customers about the PORA charge that will be wrapped into the 

customer charge.  Thus, customers will in all likelihood be unaware of the impact of Rider 17 on 

their gas bills.  CUB-AG Ex. 1.0 Rev. at 7:168-177.   

Nicor is correct in suggesting that, if the Commission adopts CUB-AG’s 

recommendations that all POR costs be recovered from Q-AGS, then CUB-AG’s additional 

modifications to the tariff become moot.  Nicor Init. Br. at 14.  But, in that case, Nicor has made 

clear in testimony and briefs that it will withdraw – or not implement – Rider 17 if anything 

other than Nicor Ex. 2.2 is approved.  Nicor Init. Br. at 2.  Nicor’s primary concern is protecting 

its ability to recover the costs of the program, in addition to below-the-line recovery of 

additional, speculative costs, whether actually incurred or not (Intangible Costs).  See id. at 2-3, 

15-16. 

Nicor claims that Intangible Cost Recovery is an important component of Rider 17 for 

three reasons: 1) it was part of the RESA/IGS-Nicor Stipulation; 2) it provides Nicor an 

incentive to keep its POR administrative costs down; and 3) it encourages innovation to support 

the growth and development of unregulated retail energy markets.  Id. at 15-16.  These reasons 

do not support the recovery of intangible costs at all, let alone below the line.  First, the fact that 

RESA/IGS and Nicor agreed to this cost component does not make it reasonable.  The record 

contains ample evidence of the unreasonableness of intangible costs, not the least of which is the 

fact that the source of these costs is speculative and Nicor currently considers them 
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unquantifiable.  May 6 tr. at 33-34.  Second, if the Commission finds it has the authority to 

authorize a POR tariff for Nicor and finds Rider 17 in the public interest, no additional incentive 

beyond recovery of its costs should be required for Nicor to implement it.  CUB-AG Ex. 2.0 2
nd

 

Rev. at 6-7:146-149.  Third, the evidence in this proceeding demonstrates that there has been a 

recent upward trend in Customer Select participation, (Staff Ex. 5.0 at 1-2:19-25), which dispels 

the notion that the Commission must act to stimulate the competitive marketplace in Nicor’s 

territory.   

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The Commission should reject Rider 17 for all the reasons in the Initial and Reply briefs 

of CUB-AG and Staff.  If, however, the Commission finds that the law and the facts support a 

POR tariff for Nicor Gas, and rejects CUB-AG’s proposal to require Q-AGS to pay all costs of 

the program, CUB-AG continue to recommend modifications to PORA charges to protect 

customers of participating Q-AGS from excessive charges and to provide notification to 

customers of such charges:   

 In order for the charges to be seen and understood by customers, they should be 

listed as a separate line item on Nicor bills, rather than as invisible adjustments to 

the Monthly Customer Charge;   

 In order to protect small volume customers from bearing excessive costs, the total 

monthly POR-related charges billed by Nicor to a Q-AGS customer should be 

capped at no more than 50 cents per month for residential customers and $2 per 

month for commercial customers, with a maximum amount of 1% of the 

customer’s supply charges; 
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 Administrative and Operating Costs (AOC) should be recovered by Nicor directly 

from Q-AGS as a component of the Discount Factor; 

 Any costs collected directly from customers should first be allocated by customer 

class and then allocated within each class volumetrically;   

 The discount factor should be set separately for each Q-AGS based on the 

uncollectibles history of its receivables over the preceding year; and, 

 Intangible Costs (IC) should be eliminated altogether, or – at the very least – 

recovered directly from Q-AGSs, not customers. 

 

Wherefore, CUB-AG respectfully request that the Commission reject Rider 17, or, in the 

alternative, make the modifications recommended both herein, and by Staff witnesses. 

 

Dated: May 24, 2013     Respectfully submitted, 
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